
EASTER HUNT ACTVITIES 

Totally bored and need some fun, 

hiding clues that must be won, 

everyone will be searching for eggs, 

checking in shoes and looking under beds! 

Print these clues and cut them out, 

you'll have the best Easter hunt without a doubt! 

TASKI 

Get your children to create their own treasure hunt map - to help find the clues get 

them to make one for indoors by drawing the rooms of your house. 

CLUES FOR INDOORS 

1. I have four legs, but I don't have feet. I come in handy when it's time to 

eat.

2. The second hiding place might be out of sight but think of somewhere 

cosy where you sleep at night.

3. The next one is hidden between pages of a book. On your shelf in your 

bedroom - which one? - take a look.

4. This clue: you might need a peg for your nose, is where we put the smelly 

clothes.

5. I can take you to places you've never seen, but first type your password in 

on my screen.

6. I'm loaded and unloaded, but I'm not a truck. I clean all the dishes with a 

bit of luck.

7. I'm cold and chilly but keep food fresh, the light goes on, have a look 

inside to find the rest.

8. Watching your favourites is lots of fun but don't watch too much! Kids 

need to run.

9. I never get angry, but I do get hot. I'm the perfect place for a pan or a pot.

10. It's my job to give all your clothes a tumble, which I do while making a bit 

of a rumble.

11. I'm filled with feathers or other soft fluff. To sleep without me can be 

quite tough.

12. Turn me on and I'll give you a light. I'm used sometimes in the daytime but 

mostly at night.

13. I'm hungry! I'm hungry! Please feed me a slice. I'll spit it back out all 

brown and nice.



14. I'm paper, but I'm not used for writing a letter. Near the toilet suits me 

much better!

15. I have hands but no arms and also a face; and my hands always move at 

the same steady pace.

Answers: 1. table 2. bed 3. book in the bedroom 4. laundry basket 5. computer  

6. dishwasher 7. fridge 8. television 9. cooker/ stove 10. tumble dryer 11. pillow 

12. lamp 13. toaster 14. toilet paper 15. clock 

EASTER JOKES 

Why shouldn't you tickle an Easter egg? 

Because it might crack up! 

What do you get when you cross a rabbit with shellfish? 

The Oyster Bunny. 

Why was the Easter Bunny so grumpy? 

Because he was having a bad hare day. 

What happens when the Easter Bunny loses his temper? 

He gets hoppin' mad! 

What kind of music does the Easter Bunny like? 

Hip Hop. 

What day does an Easter egg hate the most? 

Fry-days. 

Why did the Easter Bunny cross the road? 

Because the chicken had all his Easter eggs. 

Why are rabbits so good at math? 

Because they multiply so quickly. 

How does the Easter Bunny stay in shape? 

With lots of egg-cercise.




